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Project 2
Skype Meeting

Date: 16thApril, 2020
Time: 10:30am (CET)
Attendees: Júlia Vilafranca (DomSpain), Ibrahim Uz &Tolga Kargın& Betül Mutaf (Usak
University), Karl Donert (Eurogeo), Maya Danova & Vitlena Vasileva (Nikanor), Juris Paberzs
(Zini), Urska Majaron & Dusana Findeisen (U3A).

Meeting Notes
MANAGEMENT
Missing payments have been made by the coordinator (to U3A and Zini).
INTELLECTUAL OUTPUT 1
IO1 was cut but partners agreed to develop some of its activities. All partners
contributed resources to a database. Partners agree that they will translate title and
category of the resources into partner languages (DomSpain will send templates for
partners to translate).
Deadline: 1stJune.
INTELLECTUAL OUTPUT 2: What has already done
All partners explain the work done on their modules so far. Tolga form Usak University
provides a very detailed description of their module. Partners discuss some possible
modifications (like adding a final assessment activity proposed by Eurogeo to
experiment with narration and other issues covered in other modules in the online
platform storymaps). Partners agree to keep working on it and share their progress
with other asap so that they can compare modules to each others’.
Deadlines: 15thMay for draft of the structure and general outline of each module; 1st
June for draft version of the modules.
WEBSITE OF THE PROJECT
All partners have send their translations and they are all already uploaded to the
website.
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Agency do not accept any responsibility for use that may be made of the information.

Partners feedback on website: the heading/background image is a bit distracting…
and also a bit disturbing for people with visual problems. DomSpain will modify it and
send a new proposal of website layout.

DISSEMINATION PLAN
U3A has created a template for reporting all dissemination activities. Partners should
fill it in, including a link to the evidence. Partners can upload the evidences directly to
Drive and indicate the name and place where they are stored or just add the link to the
source.
Deadline: 15thMay
QUALITYPLAN
Eurogeo will create an evaluation form (including questions on the website, work done
so far, management, meetings…) to contribute to the interim report.
Deadline: 15thMay
NEXT MEETINGS
Eurogeo will send a Doodle for partners to agree on a date for the third online meeting
(week 18th-22ndMay). Eurogeo recommends using another platform for the online
meeting, they will be responsible to send a link to access and take notes.
Although there are no good perspectives in regards to travelling to Turkey for the 2nd
TPM, partners will make a final decision at the next online meeting.
Meanwhile, Usak Univ. will contact the NA to talk about possible scenarios (change of
date of TPM, organise it online and transfer budget to another activity…).
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